Practical guidance on mapping and visualisation of crime and social
data in QGIS
Lesson 4: Mapping of aggregated crime data in QGIS
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Lesson 4: Mapping of aggregated crime data in QGIS
We have data on 1,129 police stations operating in South Africa. In 2010, the South African police
dealt with reported incidents of assault.
We are interested in identifying districts that needs special attention by the police due to high
risk of victimisation. Therefore, it would be helpful to create maps that shows district-level crime
incidence rates of reported assault in South Africa.
To construct a district-level map showing the rates of reported victimisation – you will need to
perform spatial aggregation of police stations to obtain overall reported numbers of victimisation
within a district. Secondly, you will also need to know the population at risk of being assaulted
within a district in 2010 in order to estimate the crime incidence rate.
This tutorial will provide a step-by-step guide for conducting such spatial analysis in QGIS.
If you have not already, please make sure to download the corresponding dataset for
lesson 4 by going to our website on http://development-frontiers.com/tutorials/
Important note: Lessons 1, 2 and 3 are prerequisites for this tutorial; therefore, its
assumed that the reader knows how to add, import and save spatial data. Its assumed that
you understand the science layer management, as well as knowing how to use Print
composer.
Load the required vector files in QGIS
The following shapefiles should be added into the Layers Panel in QGIS Desktop 3.2.0:





African_countries.shp (contains all African countries)
National_boundary.shp (the national boundary of South Africa)
Province_boundaries.shp (the provincial borders in South Africa)
District_boundaries.shp (the district borders in South Africa)

Do you recall in previous tutorials where we gave tips on the best ways for arranging vector layers
in the Layers Panel?
Arrange the layers in this order and apply the following changes via their Symbology settings in
the Layer Properties menu:





National_boundary (Fill Style: No Brush (transparent); Stroke width = 1.00 mm)
Province_boundaries (Fill Style: No Brush (transparent); Stroke width = 0.66 mm)
District_boundaries (Fill colour: Light Grey; Stroke width = 0.16 mm)
African_countries (Fill colour: Deep Grey)

Remember to change the colour of the background colour of the Display window to Blue to
represent the colour of the sea (or oceans). The map in the Display window should be as follows:
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Importing spatial and victimisation dataset
The following datasets can be imported into QGIS:



SAF_Police_station.csv (contains the spatial coordinates of police stations in South Africa)
SAF_Reported_assaults_2010.csv (contains the number of assaults reported by police
stations in South Africa in 2010)

The SAF_Police_station.csv is a spreadsheet is spatial data because it contains coordinates on the
location of police station. Therefore, when importing it – the user must declare which fields
correspond to longitude and latitude. You can do this by:
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Clicking on the add delimiter icon



The Data Source Manager window will appear. Here, click on the browse button
and
select the correct file i.e. SAF_Police_station.csv as the File Name
Make sure under File format settings the CSV (comma separated values) option is checked
Under Record and fields options – make sure First record has field names is checked to
retain the name of the columns
Under Geometry definition settings – make sure the Point coordinates option is checked.
Here, you need to tell QGIS that the X field corresponds with longitude and Y field
corresponds with latitude
Make sure Geometry CRS is ESPG:4326-WGS84
Click add to import data to the Layers Panel








on the left-hand side of the Layer Panel

You can repeat the above steps for importing the other dataset (SAF_Report_assaults_2010.csv)
however, this dataset should be treated as an attribute table. It contains no geometries only
criminological information matched to a police station. When importing this dataset – ensure to
click on the check box “No geometries (attribute only table)” under Geometry definition.
The Display window should look something like:

The points on the image correspond to the geographical positions of the police stations in South
Africa. At the moment, it only exists as a temporary file in QGIS’s memory as an imported csv file
– we can save as a point shapefile by following these steps:




Right-click on the layer SAF_Police_stations in the Layers Panel
Click on Save As… to open the Save vector layer as… menu
The format of a vector file is mostly an ESRI Shapefile by default. Under Format select
ESRI Shapefile



Select the location for the save vector data by clicking on Browse button
the file as “ZAF_Police_stations”
Save its coordinate reference system under CRS as EPSG: 4326-WGS 84
Make sure that the checkbox Add saved file to map is checked
Click OK to finish saving the data
Remove the imported SAF_Police_stations.csv from the Layers Panel
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, and name

Joining of spatial police data with reported victimisation records
At the moment, the imported SAF_Reported_assaults_2010 dataset exists as an attribute table
without any spatial geometries such as coordinates. We see that it contains the names of the
police stations and the number of reported assaults (i.e. incidents) recorded in 2010.
Without any spatial attributes, we cannot display the number of reported assaults on map. To
visualise this information on a map, we will need to link the attribute table with the point vector
file (ZAF_Police_stations) using a common key field.
Notice that the names of the police stations under the field name “station” in the assault data
corresponds with those in the point vector data (ZAF_Police_stations).
We can carry out a spatial join to merge the two dataset. This can be done in the following steps:











Right-click on the layer ZAF_Police_stations and select Properties to open the Layer
Properties menu
On the left-hand side of the Layer Properties menu select Joins tab
Click on the GREEN PLUS SIGN to specify which layer (or attribute table) you wish to carry
out the spatial join. An additional menu “Add vector join” will appear
Under the Join layer selection tab – choose the attribute table SAF_Report_assaults_2010.
This refers to the table we wish to join with our spatial data (i.e. ZAF_Police_stations)
Under the Join field selection tab – choose the field name “station”. This refers to the field
name in our attribute table we want to perform the joins
Under Target field selection tab – choose the field name “station”. This refers to the field
name in our spatial data we want to carry the joining to the attribute table
Check the checkbox on Custom field name prefix and type the symbol under-score “_” in
the space. The field names added to our point vector data will be prefixed with an underscore and they will appear as “_province”, “_crimetype”, “_year” and “_incidents”.
Click OK on the Add vector join menu
Click Apply and OK to finalise spatial join

The datasets have been harmonised – save this data as a new shapefile by calling it
ZAF_crime_victimisation.shp. Finally, in its attribute table – you can remove any redundant
variables such as field_1, number, _province, _crimetype and _year by clicking on toggle editing
to start editing the vector file and delete field tab for removing. Re-click on the toggle editing to
finalise changes and save it.
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Aggregation of point spatial data to polygon
We could use the points to produce a point map showing the number of reported assaults on
victims by police stations:








Right-click on the ZAF_crime_victimisation and select Properties to access its Layer
Properties menu
Choose the Symbology tab on the left-hand side of the menu and select Graduated on the
topmost selection bar
We want to display number of assaults. In Column select the field name “_incidents”
In Colour ramp – select the colours YlOrRd
You can specify the method (equal, quantile, natural breaks, standard deviation or pretty
breaks) for generating sets of intervals. For this example – select Natural Breaks (Jenks)
and type 7 in Classes to generate seven intervals
Click Apply and OK
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As you can see, there are indeed obvious spatial patterns in the number of reported assaults, and
through visual inspection – there may be evidence of clustering. However, this map lacks any
criminological rigorousness and interest due to the fact that it just total numbers of cases
recorded by each police station.
For comparability, we could choose to aggregate the points by district in order to know the overall
numbers of attacks that have occurred within a district in the year 2010, and then divide this
figure by the estimated population at risk of being victimised within a district during the year
2010 multiplied by 10,000 inhabitants.
The resulting output is interpreted as district-level crime rates of victimisation (assault) (per
100,000 inhabitants) in South Africa.
To do this calculation, we will need South Africa’s population census data for 2010. What’s
available is population counts gridded at a resolution of 100m (derived from WorldPop
database). Using the district vector layers (i.e. district_boundaries) – we will generate two shape
files:
1. A shape file containing the aggregated counts of assault within a district
2. A shape file containing the estimated population size of 2010 within a district
The final steps will include merging the two layers before calculating the crime incidence rates of
victimisation (assault).
Derivation of district-level counts for assault






In the Processing Toolbox, click on Vector general > Join attributes by location (summary)
Under Input layer options – select District_boundaries. This section refers to the layer we
want to use as a template for aggregating our point data
Under Join layer option – select ZAF_crime_victimisation. This section refers to the layer
we want to aggregate and produce summary statistics from
We want to aggregate points that fall within, or that intersect with polygon of a district.
Under Geometric predicate check the checkbox for intersects and contains
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Under Fields to summarise (leave empty to use all fields) [optional] – select _incidents only.
This is the field we are interested in, we want to aggregate all points within a boundary of
a district and then take the summation
Under Summaries to calculate (leave empty to use all available)[optional] – click on the
browse button
and then select sum and counts.
Click on Run in Background and Close when the aggregation is complete – this should
produce a temporary layer called Joined Layer in the Layers Panel. You can right-click on
the Joined Layer and save it as ZAF_district_assault.shp

Checking the attribute table for ZAF_district_assault layer we can the new fields called _incidents
_inciden_1 – the former refers to the number of points (i.e. police stations) aggregated in a district,
and the latter refers to the total number of assaults calculated within a district. Unfortunately,
QGIS has a stupid reputation for messing up the column names and renaming them into
something that’s incoherent after performing a spatial join or aggregation.

Let rename _incidents to counts and _inciden_1 to assaults by going into the Layer Properties menu
of ZAF_district_assault and selecting the Source Fields tab:




Click on the toggle editing icon
to start editing the shape file of ZAF_district_assault
Under the Name column, double-click _incidents and rename this to counts
Under the Name column, double-click _inciden_1 and rename this to assaults



Click on the toggle editing icon
to stop editing the shape file of ZAF_district_assault.
Here, a Stop Editing window will pop-up to prompt you to update this shape file - click on
Save
Click Apply and OK
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The aggregation for assault by districts are complete. We will return to this layer in a bit. Now,
we will perform the same procedure for the raster population 2010 census data.
Adding raster data to QGIS
Up to this point, we’ve been adding only vector (or shape file) data to QGIS display. Here, we will
start to add raster data – the information show population density i.e. estimated number of people
per grid square at a resolution of 100m (i.e. this means that length and width of a grids are at
100m).
To add raster data to the display window:





Click on the Add Raster layer icon for the Data Source Manager window to appear
Click on the browse button
to select the desired raster data
Select the file ZAF_Population _density_100m_resolution.tif and click on Open. Important
note: Raster data are often stored as a GeoTIFF (either as .tif, .tiff, .TIF or .TIFF) format
Click Add
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When adding raster data to QGIS - it will, by default, always set the colour as black and white. This
is because the render type (i.e. a setting in the Layer Properties for raster data) is set to as
singleband gray. The singleband pseudocolours allow for more interesting visualisation of the
gridded data, and allows one to change the colour ramps to represent continuous or discrete
values. However, we will explore more of these setting in the next tutorial.
Now, we’ve loaded our population data, let’s proceed to aggregate this to obtain district-level
population counts.
Deriving population size of districts – aggregation of raster data by polygons
The procedure for aggregating raster values within polygons are as follows:
In the Processing Toolbox panel - click on the tab Raster analysis > Zonal Statistics









The Zonal Statistics menu for analysis of raster information should appear. Under the
Raster layer section – select ZAF_Population_density_100m_resolution [EPSG: 4326]
Under the section labelled ‘Vector layer containing the zones’ – select ZAF_district_assault.
Again, this refers to the vector layer we want to use as a template for aggregation in which
case – it’s the district layer which also contains the aggregated number assaults
In Output column prefix leave as the underscore “_” symbol
In Statistics to calculate click on the browse button
and a Multiple selection window
will show. In this window – only leave the Sum checked. Uncheck the remaining options
that appear checked. Here, it will the sum the values of the grids falling within a district
to produce population size of a district. It will name this field as “_sum”
Click OK.
Click on Run (wait for operation to complete) and Close

Open the attribute table of ZAF_district_assault and you will see a new column has been generated
for the 2010 population sizes for the districts called _sum. Let’s save this as a new shape file and
called it ZAF_assault_victimisation_2010 and after rename the field _sum as pop2010 by going into
the Layer Properties of ZAF_assault_victimisation_2010 and clicking on the Source Field tab. You
do remember how to change a field’s name?
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Calculating crime rates for assault
Our layer named ZAF_assault_victimisation_2010 the clean spatial dataset with the appropriate
field names for estimating the district-level crime rates in South Africa.
We can use the given formula to calculate the rates of assault for every district and express the
rates of victimisation as per 10,000 inhabitants:
𝐂𝐫𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐬 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝐚𝐬𝐬𝐚𝐮𝐥𝐭𝐬 (𝐩𝐞𝐫 𝟏𝟎𝟎, 𝟎𝟎𝟎) =

𝐓𝐡𝐞 𝐫𝐞𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐭𝐞𝐝 𝐧𝐮𝐦𝐛𝐞𝐫 𝐨𝐟 𝐚𝐬𝐬𝐚𝐮𝐥𝐭𝐬 𝐢𝐧 𝟐𝟎𝟏𝟎
× 𝟏𝟎, 𝟎𝟎𝟎
𝐏𝐨𝐩𝐮𝐥𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐚𝐭 𝐫𝐢𝐬𝐤 𝐨𝐟 𝐛𝐞𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐚𝐬𝐬𝐚𝐮𝐥𝐭𝐞𝐝 𝐢𝐧 𝟐𝟎𝟏𝟎

Access the attribute table for ZAF_assault_victimisation_2010 layer and click on the field calculator
icon . The Field Calculator window will appear – you can derive the crime rates in the following
steps:








In Output field name – you can type the name of the field you wish to generate. Here, type
“rates”
The field generate exists as a real number and not integer or string. In Output field type –
select Decimal number (real)
We want the estimates to have only 2 decimal places – in Output field length’s Precision
section type 2
Expand the Fields and Values by selecting the checkbox. Here, we select the fields in the
above formula.
Click on the field ‘assaults’ – this should appear in the Expression’s calculator. Here, you
can construct your mathematical formula. The formula should look like: ("assault" /
"pop2010")*10000
Click OK to generate the desired estimates

Important note: Every time you use the Field Calculator to add new a column through
calculations it’s similar to applying edits to a vector layer. You must always click on the Toggle
edits button
to stop the edits. This, in turn, will apply any updates as well as save the new
column in ZAF_assault_victimisation_2010.
The final attribute table should appear as follows:
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We can finally generate our district-level map on assault rates. It is the same procedure when we
created the point maps for the stations earlier on in this exercise. Recall the steps were:








Right-click on the ZAF_assault_victimisation_2010 and select properties to access its Layer
Properties menu
Choose the Symbology tab on the left-hand side of the menu and select Graduated on the
topmost selection bar
We want to display number of assault across points in space. In Column select the field
name “rates”
In Colour ramp select Reds
You can specify the method for which classes are generated (equal interval, quantile,
natural breaks, standard deviation or pretty breaks). For this example – select Equal
Interval and type 6 in Classes to generate five intervals
Click Apply and OK
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The final output in the Display window should appear as:

In the Layer Panels – you can see the rates of victimisation by assault in 2010 are represented as
a legend under layer ZAF_assault_victimisation_2010. Districts with the lowest reported rates are
those with estimates anything at/below 25.45 per 10,000 inhabitants. Likewise, districts with the
highest reported rates are those with anything at/above 103.52 per 10,000 inhabitants.
Bear in mind that the results are on QGIS Display window – you will need to go into the Print
Composer tool which allows the user to create high quality publication-styled maps for them to
be included in peer-viewed articles. The outputs can also be exported as an image (.png, .jpeg etc.)
or pdf document in Print Composer which can be shared with other stakeholders or researchers.
You can refer to earlier tutorials in the series to follow the steps in using Print Composer.
You can save this project by clicking on the save as icon in the toolbars and name the project as
ZAF_reported_victimisation_project.qgs
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Data source(s)
Datafile

Format

Source

African_countries
National_boundary
Province_boundaries
District_boundaries
ZAF_Population_density_100m
SAF_Police_Stations
SAF_Reported_assaults_2010

Shape file
Shape file
Shape file
Shape file
Raster
CSV
CSV

https://gadm.org/download_world.html
https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html
https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html
https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html
http://www.worldpop.org.uk/data/summary/?doi=10.5258/SOTON/WP00246
https://africaopendata.org/dataset/police-station-coordinates
https://africaopendata.org/dataset/police-statistics
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